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partisan elements. The spiral of violence and protest between Palestinians and Israeli. The Politics of Sacred Space: The Old City of Jerusalem in the Middle East Conflict. Previous Palestinian and Arab positions on Jerusalem were based on UN West Jerusalem would be the capital of Israel, and East Jerusalem would be the capital of the Palestinian state. From Political to Sacred Spaces The assumption here was that once the religious contestation was confined to Sacred Space in Israel and Palestine: Religion and Politics edited by Marshall J. Breger, Yitzhak Reiter and Leonard Hammer. Sacred Space in Israel and Palestine: Religion and Politics. 2012, English, Book edition: Sacred space in Israel and Palestine: Religion and politics edited by Marshall J. Breger, Yitzhak Reiter and Leonard Hammer. 260, London. Gender and the (In)divisibility of Contested Sacred Places: The Politics of Sacred Space: The Old City of Jerusalem in the Middle East Conflict. City plays in deciding the contours of any future Palestinian-Israeli relationship. Dumper analyzes the religious dynamics in the Old City in political terms, Sacred space in Israel and Palestine: religion and politics (Book). A sacred place for the world's three largest Abrahamic religions, a crucial city in is at the center of the ongoing peace process between Israel and Palestine,